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Measurement of the Gouy phase anomaly for electron waves
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We measure the Gouy phase anomaly for matter waves using in-line holography to retrieve the full complex
field of an astigmatic electron wave function. Sequential phase shifts of π/2 rad are observed for electron
trajectories along the optic axis that pass through each line-focus caustic of subnanometer transverse width. Our
observations demonstrate that anomalous phase shifts of matter waves in the vicinity of caustics can be robustly
measured using phase retrieval, extending the current scope of singular electron optics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Gouy phase anomaly [1], which describes the ad-
ditional phase shift accumulated by a wave packet upon
focusing, has been of fundamental interest in light optics
for more than a century, and the diverse literature on this
phenomenon continues to grow. Understanding, measuring,
and ultimately exploiting the Gouy phase in a variety of
experimental contexts is crucial for the development of
particular optical technologies. For example, the rotation of the
Poynting vector in Laguerre-Gauss beams is proportional
to the Gouy phase [2]. Applications that exploit the phase
anomaly include visible-wavelength super-resolution [3], sub-
wavelength terahertz (THz) imaging [4], ultrashort laser pulses
[5], single nanoparticle interferometry [6], and astigmatic
mode conversion [7]. Use of the Gouy phase in this latter
situation has been demonstrated for vortical electron beams
[8]. In light optics, the rotation of topological defects in
Laguerre-Gauss beams [9] has been used as a means to study
Gouy phase effects. Such rotations were recently measured
and were demonstrated for matter waves in a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) [10].

Gouy’s original observations were made using mirrors and
white-light interferometry [1,11]. Visible-light lasers have
since been used to measure the effect [12]. Measurements
of the Gouy phase for cylindrically focused waves were
reported in visible-light optics [13] where the anomaly was
generalized for astigmatic wave fields [14]. Specifically, Visser
and Wolf [14] derived the following expression for the on-axis
Gouy phase anomaly δ(u) for a scalar wave diffracted from
an aperture of size a, focused by an astigmatic lens of focal
length f with coefficient of astigmatism A0,

δ (u) = arg

[∫ 1

0
ei[(kA0−u)ρ2/2]ρJ0(kA0ρ

2/2)dρ

]
− π

2
,

(1)

where J0 is a zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and
the integration variable ρ is dimensionless. The parameter u

is proportional to the distance z along the optic axis according
to u = 2π (a/f )2z/λ, where λ is the wavelength and k is
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the wave number. Equation (1) describes two sequential Gouy
phase shifts of π/2 rad along the optic axis, associated with a
pair of mutually orthogonal line foci, separated by �u = 2kA0

(see Fig. 1).
Refracting objects can act as natural lenses and inherently

can give rise to Gouy phase shifts. For example, near the focal
point of a light-scattering microsphere, the phase anomaly has
been retrieved using a modified Hartman wave-front sensor
[15]. The Gouy phase has also been measured in other contexts,
such as the local expansion of adjacent intensity minima in
standing microwaves [16], time-resolved THz pulses [17], and
the cylindrical focusing of phonon-polariton wave packets in
Raman scattering [18].

Recently, experiments were proposed for measuring the
Gouy phase in matter waves, such as coherent atomic beams,
using cylindrical focusing of Rydberg atoms [19]. Inspired by
this proposal, we have measured the Gouy phase for astigmatic
electron matter waves using phase retrieval [20,21]. Aberration
correction lenses in a TEM were used to induce astigmatic
pairs of line foci with transverse cross sections narrower than
1 nm, separated by more than 1 μm along the longitudinal
optic axis. Through-focal series of images were used to retrieve
the wave-function phase; the Gouy anomaly through each line
focus was measured by propagating the retrieved electron wave
function.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment where
electron matter waves diffracted by a circular aperture are
focused by an astigmatic lens, which produces a caustic
volume containing a pair of mutually orthogonal line foci
at different points along the optic axis in the vicinity of the
backfocal plane of the aberrated lens.

With a small 10-μm condenser aperture, a thin disordered
carbon specimen was used to correct the aberrations in the
imaging lens on a Titan3 80-300 (FEI) aberration-corrected
(CEOS GmbH) TEM, operating at 300 kV. Without fully cor-
recting aberrations in the probe-forming lenses, the condenser
system was configured to produce a small yet parallel probe,
and the first condenser lens was adjusted to about half the
maximum nominal setting. Airy rings were observed upon
convergence of the electron probe in the imaging plane after
which the probe-corrector stigmator coils were then grossly
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FIG. 1. Schematic of electron matter waves diffracted by a
circular aperture and focused by a lens with astigmatism. The Gouy
phase anomaly describes the variation in the electron wave phase
along the longitudinal (vertical) optic axis, through the transverse
center of the aberrated focal volume as compared to the linear
variation of phase predicted by geometric optics. A thin specimen
is used to correct imaging lens aberrations with a parallel probe, prior
to the imposition of astigmatism in the illumination and focusing of
the probe in the specimen plane. The parameter u is proportional
to the distance along the optic axis as described in the paragraph
containing Eq. (1).

excited to produce an astigmatic line focus of subnanometer
width. Defocusing of the imaging objective lens revealed
another mutually orthogonal line focus about 1.5 μm farther
along the optic axis. A micron-sized hole in the specimen was
found so that images of electron probe cross sections could be
observed in the absence of scattering. Using 100 s acquisition
times, a focal series of 12 images was collected at points along
the optic axis between the two line foci, using nominal defocus
increments of 60 nm.

The electron phase was retrieved using the Gerchberg-
Saxton-Misell algorithm [20,21], which propagates a paraxial
wave between focal planes and replaces wave intensities
with those measured in experiment. Starting with an initial
phase estimate, iterations of this process can retrieve the wave
function with transverse probability distributions that are con-
sistent with experimental observations. Although alternative
approaches exist, this algorithm was employed to reliably
handle intensity zeros surrounding caustic cross sections as
well as possible phase vortices [22,23], which arise in the
focal volumes of lenses with aberrations [24,25]. To increase
the signal-to-noise ratio, all images were down-sampled
from 2048 × 2048 pixels to 256 × 256 pixels. For improved
robustness to noise, propagated waves were averaged in a fixed
plane with each iteration using the approach of Allen et al. [23],
but excluding the effects of partial coherence. Despite these
measures and the long exposure times used to acquire the
experimental intensities, the propagated intensities failed to
converge towards experiment and the phase-retrieval algorithm
stagnated. Some features, such as the caustic shape and blurred
line foci, were retrieved; yet after thousands of iterations, the
consistency of the wave function intensities with experiment
was not satisfactory, even on a qualitative level. To deal with
this, we approximated the caustic using a diffraction integral

to compute the astigmatic wave function, which was then used
to seed the initial phase in the retrieval iterations. Furthermore,
the retrieval algorithm was modified to exclude the fitting of
intensities far from the caustic where the experimental data
contained only noise and were devoid of phase information.
This was achieved in a systematic manner by iteratively
replacing only those pixels where the experimental intensity
was above one standard deviation of the intensity, measured
in a region far from the caustic. Satisfactory convergence of
propagated intensities towards the experimental input was then
achieved after 103 iterations. To improve the spatial resolution
of diffraction detail within the caustic, the retrieved wave
function was then resampled to 1024 × 1024 pixels and was
used to seed a further 103 iterations with the experimental data
down-sampled to the same number of pixels.

III. ANALYSIS

In principle, any in-line holographic method can be used
to reconstruct a desired monochromatic scalar wave function,
provided that the solution reproduces the experimental data
when propagated between focal planes. Allen et al. [23] define
a sum-squared error (SSE) to characterize the convergence
for iterative phase retrieval, which has the form SSEj =
��(

√
Iexp − √

Irec)2/��Iexp, where the double sums are
over all pixels in the j th experimental intensity Iexp and
reconstructed intensity Irec. The average of SSEj over all N

images in the focal series defines an averaged sum-square
error: SSEav = �SSEj /N . Over the entire field of view for
all 12 images in the focal series, the caustic reconstruction
converged to SSEav = 5.6 × 10−2. For all pixels with intensity
above the threshold used for iterative replacement, the error
metric was measured to be SSEav = 1.4 × 10−2.

Figure 2 shows the phase-retrieval results for the astigmatic
caustic. Figure 2(a) shows the retrieved phase of the propagated
wave function at a focal distance in-between the two line

FIG. 2. (a) Retrieved electron phase map at a focal distance in-
between the two astigmatic focal lines. (b) Corresponding propagated
intensity. (c) Experimental intensity distribution at the same focal
distance. (d) Retrieved electron phase map near one of the astigmatic
focal lines. (e) Corresponding propagated intensity. (f) Experimental
intensity distribution at the same focal distance. The arrow in (b)
highlights an outlying discrepancy in the retrieved probability density,
discussed in the main text.
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FIG. 3. Experimentally retrieved on-axis phase (dashed curve)
for a focused astigmatic matter-wave field compared with the Gouy
anomaly theory predicted by Visser and Wolf [14]. Two sequential
phase shifts of π/2 rad occur at each line focus due to the Gouy
anomaly. Parameters required for the theory given by Eq. (1) were
measured from the experimentally retrieved intensity distributions
alone.

foci with the corresponding retrieved intensity in Fig. 2(b),
which compares favorably with the experimental data in
Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(d) shows the retrieved phase near one
of the line foci with the associated retrieved intensity in
Fig. 2(e) compared to the experimental data in Fig. 2(f).
Close inspection of Fig. 2(f) indicates that the left cusp is
clipped since this region was outside the field of view of the
CCD used to capture the unprocessed experimental data. This
explains the outlying discrepancy labeled in Fig. 2(b), which
arose because the intensity in this region was unconstrained
and the clipping of the experimental data is an unphysical
artifact. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) also show good agreement,
thereby demonstrating satisfactory convergence of the iterative
phase-retrieval algorithm, which is consistent with the small
value of SSEav.

Using the retrieved wave function, the centers of the phase
maps were tracked by propagating the electron wave in steps of
30 nm along the optic axis. The positions of the sharp line foci
in the transverse intensity distributions were used to accurately
determine the optic axis position, along which the retrieved
on-axis phase was then plotted, as shown by the dashed profile
in Fig. 3. The solid-line profile in Fig. 3 was calculated from
Eq. (1). Apart from the electron wavelength, three additional
parameters were required for the computation, namely, the
effective aperture size to focal length ratio a/f , the coefficient
of astigmatism A0, and the position of the line foci. All of these
parameters were robustly determined from the intensities of
the experimentally retrieved wave function by computing the
Heisenberg uncertainties �x(z) and �y(z). Away from the line
foci, �x(z) and �y(z) behave asymptotically as T |z|, where
T is a constant representing the gradient of the uncertainty as
a function of the distance z. Each measured value of T was
averaged to determine A0 using Eq. (1) with a/f ∼= 2T [14].
Both phase profiles contain an arbitrary vertical offset, which
we have systematically chosen so that the on-axis variations
approach zero in-between the two line foci.

The experimental on-axis phase profile in Fig. 3 follows
the theory of Visser and Wolf [14] closely; in particular, the
slopes and horizontal positions of the rapid phase variations
near each line focus match. Some differences are evident
between the undulations in Fig. 3, which are sensitive to the

effects of diffraction. These discrepancies could be ascribed
to systematic errors in the phase retrieval. However, we expect
differences on account of the fact that large excitation of
the TEM stigmator coils does not produce pure twofold
astigmatism but, rather, an astigmatic beam with a pair of
line foci, which is also perturbed by coma and higher-order
aberrations.

In addition to the scalar diffraction theory of focused
paraxial waves, a variety of interpretations exist for the Gouy
anomaly. One persistent theme is the idea that the Gouy effect
arises from fluctuations in the transverse momentum, induced
by variations in the uncertainty of the beam at different focal
points along the optic axis [26–28]. For Gaussian beams,
the variation in the standard deviation is characterized by
the evolution of the beam waist, and the transverse intensity
distribution maintains the same shape at different points along
the optic axis [11]. Accordingly, the Gouy phase evolves along
the optic axis, varying most rapidly near the focus and more
abruptly for smaller beam waists. Borghi et al. [29] have
theoretically demonstrated a “universal form” of this Gouy
phase variation for a wide class of such shape-invariant beams.
The caustic shapes and standard deviations of other beams,
such as those formed by astigmatic lenses, are not shape
invariant and are nontrivial with interference phenomena more
readily described by catastrophe optics [30–32]. We performed
another experiment to demonstrate the three-dimensional
nature of this standard deviation, organized by the diffraction
detail within an astigmatic volume. Similar illumination con-
ditions were chosen, with the exception of the field-emission
gun lens, the strength of which was halved, thereby increasing
the probe intensity to reduce the Poisson noise in recorded
images. Thirty-two images were then acquired using 100-s
exposures and nominal defocus increments of 80 nm. These
images were stacked to create a tomogram of the matter-wave
probability density. Figure 4 shows a false-color isosurface of

FIG. 4. (Color) Electron probability density measured from a
through-focus series of 32 images, which were stacked along the
vertical direction and were interpolated. The uncertainties along two
transverse directions, orthogonal to each line focus, were calculated
from each image. The paraxial electron wave evolves slowly along
the optic axis as evidenced by the 10-nm transverse scale bar, which
is to be contrasted with the micron-scale focal range along the vertical
axis.
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the tomogram, which was rendered using the VOLUME VIEWER

plug-in for IMAGEJ [33,34]. The accompanying Heisenberg
uncertainties were measured along directions orthogonal to
the line foci and fall to a minimum at each line focus. These
plots and other image-processing operations were performed
using the scientific data analysis package DIFFTOOLS [35].

Diffraction effects, due to the finite electron wavelength
and the uncertainty principle, prevent the uncertainties from
reaching zero in Fig. 4 where the Gouy anomaly varies most
rapidly. The entire tomogram of the electron probability den-
sity can be viewed as a richly detailed three-dimensional in-line
hologram. Several transverse sections of such a volume, which
encode the holographic information, enabled the complex field
of the matter wave to be retrieved to yield the Gouy anomalies
shown in Fig. 3.

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have measured the Gouy phase anomaly
for astigmatic matter waves using electron wave-function
phases inferred from experimental intensities. Successive
Gouy phase shifts of π/2 rad were observed for fast electrons

traveling along the optic axis, passing through two subnanome-
ter lines of focus. These longitudinal phase variations were
compared with wave optics theory, and consistency with
experiment was demonstrated. With singular electron optics
in its infancy, opportunities exist to extend these findings
and to explore quantized phase changes of matter waves in
more general settings, such as discrete phase changes for
rays that touch caustics, which are characterized by Maslov
indices [36,37].
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